There is a consensus that firm's corporate governance impacts their ability to export. Corporate governance relies on export compliance as a framework which supports enterprises in order to mitigate their risks associated with export and provides a safe platform for firms to upgrade their position in the world of trade. The aim of this paper is to widen concepts of export control and compliance framework. The paper outlines the general structure of export compliance and presents a comprehensive view of United States of America and the European Union as powers in the world. In this study, we explained the nature of the violations from the point of view of export compliance and reached to dual-use, money laundering violation and sanctions embargos or restrictive measures. The methodology of this study is documenting analysis with an inductive approach. Essential data for this study has been gathered from secondary resources including diverse scientific research articles, institutional guidance notes, guidelines, manuals and export compliance related web sites and legal provisions in legislations of different countries.
Introduction
Internationalization is one of the most complexes, but increasingly necessary strategies can be undertaken by enterprises (Fernández & Nieto 2005; Jafari Sadeghi & Biancone 2017) . While, in recent years, development of technologies and reduction of barriers across borders through regional trade agreements have facilitated the market globalization (Zou & Stan 1998; Leonidou, 2004; Maignan & Lukas, 1997) , accelerating changes in the international business environment still made the global markets hard to enter (Dana & Wright, 2009; Acs, Dana, & Jones 2003; Etemad, Wright, & Dana 2001; Jafari Sadeghi, Jashnsaz, & Honari Chobar, 2014) . However, the global market has been faced with a rising trend in internationalization among firms in the last twenty years (OECD, 2008) .
However, expanding the international activities is crucial for firms, especially small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to survive, succeed and growth (Majocchi, Bacchiocchi, & Mayrhofer 2005; Dikova et al., 2016) and promote their economic growth. Moreover, SMEs need to get along with various exporting challenges, depending on that from which country SME operates. SMEs belongs to transitional economies mainly meet internal derived challenges like unprincipled and unskillful behavior or lack of capital (Khattak, Arslan, & Umair, 2011) whereas firms from developed economies generally confront external problems like or import restriction policies or political instability (Neupert, Baughn, & Dao, 2006) .
In last decade, one emerging issue for ventures desire to sell their products and services abroad is their commitment to avoid making conflict in international level. In fact, firms have to comply with the international regulations to prevent violations which make the world unsafe. However, exporting firms no matter of their size, whether large and multinational firms or SMEs, may directly or indirectly face with the export compliance violations. The western governments for increasing their national security rely on the due diligence of exporters. However, there is an increasing concern linked to security, whether international or homeland, as well as terrorism and the proliferation of mass destructive weapons. Therefore, there should be a strong partnership between the public and private sector that prevent any diversion of dual-use items for devastating and harmful However, United States conducted export regulations that restricted sharing the types of knowledge to foreign parties and have strict guidelines on the types of knowledge that cannot be shared with non-US citizens and carry heavy penalties for non-compliance that fall equally on the organization in question and its executives who should have known better (Avellanet, 2008) . In this vein, dual-use items defined to items that not only have a commercial application but also can be used for terrorism, military or mass destruction weapons (Biancone & Jafari Sadeghi, 2016) . Considering the extensive variety of commodities that may be so categorized and also the function each party in a transaction, enterprises in all sectors have to adopt an export compliance program, and this program/ solution herein may be adapted to all exporting industries or to ones have a plan to export. Non-compliance with US regulations and laws may cause to the imposition of civil or/ and criminal penalties and fines (Fusco, 2015) .
The methodology of this study is documenting analysis with an inductive approach. Essential data for this study has been gathered from secondary resources including diverse scientific research articles, institutional guidance notes, guidelines, manuals and export compliance related web sites and legal provisions in legislations of different countries.
At first, we seek to present export compliance's concepts and definitions. Two views of export control and compliance, United States of America's view and European Union's view, will be assessed. Then, in order to manage risks associated with export compliance, a framework will be built. Secondary data have a great role in this part.
Export Compliance
According to EIFEC (2017), export compliance is defined as a multidisciplinary and specialized framework, which supports enterprises in compliance risk management, like the risk of reputation deterioration administrative or administrative sanctions or financial losses for non-compliance with rules, regulations, laws, and legislation, codes of conduct and good practice. It includes all international activities of organizations including export and import of any kind of commodities and/ or services, whether intangible or intangible assets (also the money transfer or payment) which somehow are subject to restrictive regulations (Dual Use, Sanctions and restrictive measures etc.) enforceable to arrangement between two different jurisdictions/ states/ entities (EIFEC, 2017) . The term organizations are intended as all public and private organizations that have activities falling within the scope of this charter including companies of any nature, associations and even bodies. The term export also refers to the international activity of organization; an import in a broader sense, as an indissoluble operation (EIFEC, 2017).
However, depending on the size and the nature of the firm, compliance programs might vary. For instance, some firms decide to appoint a single expert responsible for compliance endeavors as well as administration, performance, and coordination of export. Other kinds of organizations prefer to decentralize these authorities to a number of employees throughout the organization and supervise these responsibilities to make sure if essential compliance standards are maintained. To avoid of failing to comply with export regulations the size and organizational structure, and production/ distribution network of an organization act as the crucial determinants of where personnel and compliance functions should reside. Many enterprises amalgamate the administration of recordkeeping, training, dissemination of regulatory material, the alarm of failure to comply, and audits. However, wherever firsthand knowledge and information of customers is available, the actual screening efforts against different governmental restrictions of foreign individuals that ought to be avoided, known and tracked end-use and end-user activities, and violation risk may be carried out by personnel throughout the organization like in sales and marketing, order entry, or shipping (BIS, 2011).
Altogether, for most of the international activities, any specific approval from the US government is not required. However, In order to make some certain global transactions legally, exporters need to take, in advance, a special export permission which is called a license. In fact, licenses are needed for specific situations concerning foreign policy, nuclear nonproliferation, regional stability, national security, missile technology, short supply, biological and chemical weapons, and crime control or terrorist concerns. (BIS, 2011).
There are essential regulations in the export compliance process that organization needs to comply with them:
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
ITAR is a group of export control regulations that were adopted under the Arms Export Control Act. AECA ijbm.ccsenet.org International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 12, No. 11; allows the government to control the export of defense items, services, and technical data to other nations, and ITAR is the implementation of these controls. The policy behind ITAR is to further "world peace and security" (Blount, 2007) . In order to control the spread of capacities and military technology to specific nations or groups, firms that produce, manufacture and export defense items, services and technologies need to comply with certain export regulations. Thus, exporting enterprises are responsible for compliance with the ITAR governing export regulations which are issued by the US Department of State (DOS) and administered by the Office of Defense Trade Controls. Therefore, organizations or individuals who deviate or violate ITAR export regulations are exposed to the extensive civil and criminal penalties (IIEI, 2016) . In this regard, a violation of the ITAR's export restrictions is when any individual or organization willfully exports, or attempts to export, an item contained in the United States Munitions List without a license (Masero, 2014) .
Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
EAR regulations include dual-use services, items or even technologies that not only have commercial applications but also can be applied i n manufacture or development o f mass destruction or conventional wea pons (Saunders 1999) . EAR restrictions are performed by the US Department of Commerce (DOC) and administered by the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) and maintain control over all US commodities around the world, and all goods in the US, regardless of where produced (IIEI, 2016) . Moreover, many items that do not require a license under ITAR need to be controlled by EAR.
Office of Foreign Assets Control Regulations (OFAC)
In Department of Treasury (DOT), the office of foreign assets control administers and performs trade and economic sanctions against international narcotics, terrorism sponsoring organizations, and targeted foreign countries (IIEI 2016) . The OFAC also administered numerous economic sanctions and other trade bans against the Balkans, Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Liberia, Myanmar, North Korea, Russia, Sudan, Syria, and Zimbabwe. In the other hand, the OFAC also performs and promulgates regulations concerning terrorism and weapons of mass destruction proliferation, diamond trading, narcotics trafficking regardless of which country is implicated (Troxel, 2005) .
However, there other rules and regulations regarding export compliance and exports from/ to the US may be subject to regulations administered other government agencies, in addition to ITAR and EAR. Department of Energy (DOE) regulates natural gas, electric power, and nuclear technology. The Defense Threat Reduction Agency in Department of Defense (DOD) formulates strategies on international transfers of defense-related technology and reviews certain dual-use export license applications referred by the DOC. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) controls the export and import of listed chemicals material used for the production of commodities under the Controlled Substances Act. The US Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Office of Solid Waste regulates toxic waste exports. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) licenses drugs and medical devices. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licenses nuclear materials and equipment, and the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) administers to patent filing data sent abroad (IIEI, 2016) .
In the internationally integrated world of business, effective export compliance is only practicable with cooperation at a European and international level. The EU economies count on the due compliance of exporters to make sure that all laws are respected (EIFEC, 2017) . In Europe, EIFEC by promoting and managing the EU Export Compliance Framework (EU-ECF) has a mission to develop the international security. In fact, the EU-ECF framework gives innovative solutions to the most critical challenges in a global marketplace and supports the organization's business targets, recognizes the boundaries of ethical and legal behavior, and sets up a system to alert management when the organization is getting close to a boundary, crossing it or approaching a challenge that creates problem on the achievement of a business goals.
How to Control the Risk of Export Compliance Violation
In business and commercial literature, the risk is defined as an uncertain condition which may consequence to losing something of value and finally negatively influence the organizations' objectives (Ojasalo, 2009) . The term of export refers to the goods/ services that an enterprise supplies to customers abroad. Thus, export risks are conceived as determinants which, with a certain degree of probability, adversely impact the success of an organization in international markets (Lehmann et al., 2013) . In this vein, risk management has a crucial role in companies success in global business (Thun & Hoenig, 2011) .
In the macro level, due to increase the economic growth, governments with different economic characteristics around the world try to improve performance of the SMEs in international markets while, in micro level, however, being successful and respected in the local market will not necessarily leads enterprises to become ijbm.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 12, No. 11; successful also in the export market, too. (Zehir, Köle, & Yıldız, 2015) . For this reason, we build a framework which outlines SMEs in order to comply with risks related to export compliance. First, the beneficiaries are specified. Next, we explain violations which are reasons of putting the organization in sanction and punishments list. Finally, with regard the history, proportionate sanctions on each kind of risks are presented. However, beneficiaries of this framework are including all organizations, companies, and associations under the definition of SME that are active in international trade or want to do import and export activities.
In the context of undertaking international trade, firms who are exporting or who are planning to export are subject to risks to comply with the regulation in terms of exporting. International trade is affected by, but not limited to, a range of violations about export compliance which failure to comply with them may cause sanction for the organization.
Dual-use item
Dual use technologies are those that have both civilian and military use (Saunders, 1999; Orr & Lee, 2009 The moral codes of dual-use diffusion are vital as life researchers might be considered to be responsible for what they spread in terms of possible detrimental misuses, and this is why researchers would need guidance to be able to take such responsibility. The integration perspectives of dual-use dissemination would lead to a critical contribution to ethical literature in the life sciences field. Based on Kuhlau et al. (2013) , three perspectives could be included in such moral codes:
• Dual-use awareness, able to recognize the dual-use dilemma;
• Precaution, able to be reflective and having cautious behavior in circumstances where releasing of knowledge may cause serious risks of detrimental results;
•
Affirming conflicting values, prompting an identification that potential harm in specific research circumstances may outweigh expected benefits.
According to the mentioned context, SMEs are faced with the risk of dual-use punishments. As result, they may be fined or sanctioned by different organizations. That is why they have not only followed the regulations for the dual-use items precisely but also it is better for them n ot to enter even into the negotiation with suspicious parties. In this condition, SMEs can have a safe trading activity.
Money Laundering
Money laundering is one of the most happening international violations in the world which is a crime, legitimized by the fact that whoever launder money is looking for a way to justify their illegitimate profits which is collected through illegal activities and let offenders use the earnings of their crime (Baldwin, 2003) . The main purpose of money laundering is to justify earnings originating from illegal endeavors, businesses or resources. Transforming the form of the money to mask of its origin is the bottom line of money laundering which, eventually, undermines economies and destabilize governmental administrative systems (Yang, 2002) . As consequences of money laundering, financial markets become corrupted and the public's respect and trust to the international financial system are ruined and, eventually, the rate of growth of the global economy is declined due to the increase of risk in financial markets (Omar, Johari, & Arshad, 2014) .
Money laundering tries to distribute dirty money in various places around the world on the basis of running away from national or transnational controls, in that the suspicious money transfers to nations with less strict controls. In this regard, internationalization has increased the money launderers' capability to get in touch, letting them spreading transactions among more jurisdictions, thus growth in the number of legal challenges which might prevent the investigations or make gaps or obstacles in the investigation process. Parallel, or underground, banking or financial systems are other variables which also attracted the concerns of law enforcement and regulatory organizations (Buchanan, 2004) .
As Buchanan (2004) reported, money laundering includes 3 processes: ijbm.ccsenet.org International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 12, No. 11; 3.2.1 Placement
The first initial stage is placement (Schneider & Windischbauer, 2008) . Placement is carried out by changing the mass cash obtained from criminal efforts into a less suspicious and more portable form by putting those earnings into the mainstream financial system. The objective of placement is to prevent of being identified by the jurisdiction and eliminate the cash as far as possible from the original source of illegal proceeds. In the stage of placement, the mechanism of laundering is at its most vulnerable since most criminal activities create a massive amount of cash profits, which is arduous to disguise (Buchanan, 2004) .
Consequently, the launderer needs to find a way to transform the bulk cash into a more reasonable and manageable form for circulation into the legal financial system. Such solutions could incorporate leveraging front corporations to transfer cash or check cashing businesses to convert cash to negotiable instruments such as money orders, cashier's checks, and traveler's checks (Buchanan, 2004) .
Layering
By virtue of the so called layering, criminals effort to hide the source of illegal proceeds through a massive amount of transactions by circulating around black money (Schneider and Windischbauer 2008) . Layering is considered of creating a network of financial transactions that in terms of volume, complexity, and frequency, complexity and volume mostly are similar to legal financial activity. By dint of the serial transactions and parallel networks, it becomes increasingly hard to reconstruct a paper trail. In the layering process, offshore financial centers perform a crucial function. In this approach, launderers try to conceal real origins of funds by performing wire transfer into a financial or banking system through offshore accounts (Buchanan, 2004) .
Integration
The last part in process of money laundering is called integration. Integration incorporates rearranging the cleansed or washed funds with formal and legal economic activity (Buchanan, 2004) . In the integration stage, infiltration of transformed capital into the formal financial system by means of monetary investments (specific deposits, stocks) or property (direct investment in real estates and companies) is primarily completed in economies promising extraordinary short odds (Schneider & Windischbauer, 2008) . Many of financial instruments including guarantees, bills of lading, bonds, letters of credit and bank notes are used for integration the laundered money (Buchanan, 2004) .
Recognition of laundered money mainly takes place both at the preliminary step of the entrance of the money into the economic system and also in layering and integration processes of money laundering because infiltrated money is recognizable by an administrative paper trail. However, the reconstruction of these money trails can be acquired with the assistance of different approaches of cash flow analysis (Schneider and Windischbauer 2008) . Thus, SMEs have to be transparent in their financial activities and frequently check their transactions for the sake of not falling in money laundering crimes. This process would be complex take the time, but it is urgent to keep SMEs alive for their activities.
However, failure to comply with each mentioned risks will face the organization with fines and punishments. Although there is not any specific punishment for this violations, the best example would be referring to the history. As the blind spot in this field, there is currently no specific international standards concerning consequences for export control violations. Nevertheless, there are some ambiguous requirements accessible in United Nations Security Council (UN-SC) resolutions and also in the international treaties of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons. Moreover, governments, separately, have considered an extensive range of administrative and criminal penalties for arms and dual-use violations (Bauer, 2014) .
Conclusion
It is understood, SMEs have a critical role for survival and economic growth of many countries around the world (Spicer and Sadler-Smith 2006; Ueasangkomsate 2015) . This paper has sought to investigate export compliance as an important subject for SMEs in the world of trade, and to create a framework to control and mitigate risks of export compliance.
In this regard, to have a safe export operation, organizations need to comply with the regulation about export compliance. After defining concepts and issuing organizations, paper built a framework for managing risks related to export compliance. In order to mitigate and control risks resulting in sanctions and punishments, organizations need a framework to find their way. First, the framework identifies beneficiaries, and then it determines to constitute risks related to export compliance. Money laundering or "dirty money" (Fan, Lin, & Camera, 2001 ) is considered as the first violation. Placement, layering, and integration are elements of the process of this violation that can result in punishments like imprisonment or monetary penalties. In the other side, dual-use items, products and technologies are normally used for civilian but which may have military applications (EC, 2016) , are another violation that will cause sanctions and punishments for organizations. Finally, consequences including punishments and sanctions for non-complying with regulations are presented.
The development and adoption of EIFEC export compliance standards have influenced the governments to consider it not only as an instrument for major enterprises but as a management instrument easy deployable and flexible for being safely active in international markets. However, proportionate to the dimensional and operational complexity of organizations, an instrument can be and applied even by the smallest organization. Nevertheless, export compliance is an emerging issue that concerns any ventures in any nation. Non-compliance with international regulations face enterprises with trouble consequences that may jeopardize their future activity and existence. 
